
Our Mortal Loop

Hypothetically we could define two great forces characterizing the coming into being of
an empire. One force is inclined to fully embrace it and the other force to utterly reject
it. Ideologies are born in support of the latter strand. I mean this is my view of history as
my view of Roman Stoicism in relation to the coming to being of the Roman Empire,
German Marxism in relation to the coming to being of the German Empire and so forth.

Rather than talking about technological paradigms I am thus more inclined to talk about
Empires as I see that in fact whatever is the new technological development, it brings
along  a  new  power  configuration  that  only  ideologies  can  hinder.  Now  history  has
shown us over and over how at last an ideology is embraced by the very Empire it so
starkly opposed. I here think of Christianity, I think of Communism and one can think of
any such ideology that to begin with rises as an opposition to a new for of imperialistic
enslavement of human life but later it is embedded in the actual empire.

I can go as far as to dare claiming that no Empire is ever stable and/or mature unless it
phagocytes the very ideologies that has emerged along with its coming into being and
that  has  so  fiercefully  opposed  its  establishment.  My  reasoning  may  seem  rather
sketchy especially in the eyes of those knowledge gatekeepers who, alas are filled with
notions  but  do  not  seem to  have  immersed themselves  into  human nature  and  its
historical recurrences. I believe that only such immersion can help an individual to come
to a certain conclusion dictated not by the mind but by the heart.

We are experiencing a particular moment of time of great transformation. One cannot
claim that there is any longer some kind of a cause and effect. We cannot claim that
because of climate change there is economic change that bring political  change that
bring in turn social change etcetera. Change is just occurring in all fronts, everything can
tells us that there is a transformation in action, a great one investing the whole of our
reality as we know it.

Now we cannot waste our time claiming that it is because of for example politicians that
a certain change is occurring, or claiming that it is because environmental issues that
this great transformation is in action. Let's meditate this for a moment not much out of
the datasets we have acquired or we are contributing in acquiring. I have a feeling that
transformation  is  something  beyond  us  humans  and  our  poor  understanding,  an
understanding just turned arrogant by our little and very much relative sciences.

Something tells me that the transformation we are experiencing is occurring beyond all
the  possible  arguments  we  are  bringing  in  whatever  table  of  discussion.  There  is
perhaps something more divine to it that we can imagine and with divine I mean not



that it comes as some sort of direct punishment to our actions. I do believe in earthly
cycles, I do believe in great seasons yet I also do believe that humans with their actions
can accelerate such transformations.

Our mortal existence is but a nested loop within a greater loops of mortality. What we
can conceive as the immortal or god is but at the very edge of this mortality, it is the
mortal  loop embracing all  other nested loops. In this respect I  believe that the right
attitude for us is that of acceptance of our mortality; it is meant to be. In this acceptance
perhaps we will in fact be able to leave the right dimension for another mortality loop to
take place. In all our apprehension the risk is that as a small cancer cell indeed we will
manage to alter the entire program.

We  as  individual  variables  within  the  minor  nested  loop  we  are  running,  ought  to
understand that perhaps all that matters is in fact that we run the script we have been
programmed to run. This script is by far not the script society tells us to run but a script
that  lays  within  each  and  everyone  of  us.  This  script  somewhat  specifies  our
natural/divine duty.  We ought to perform such a script without the additional  noise
characterizing our contemporary era, an era that in fact risks to alter the entire program
we are part of.

To some degree then all it is left for us is to acknowledge change without panic. The
death of our loop will come and so the death of the loops nesting our loop but we ought
to relay on the fact that new loops will develop and new variables will replace us. It is in
this respect most unnatural to turn our variable being into a constant, the very constant
then that I attribute to the attempt of turning Imperialistic of subtracting our loop from
the  main  universal  loop  and  in  this  degree  forever  dying  without  any  possible
regeneration.

In this respect I warn against any attempt to immortality whether we project it on the
nation we live or on old selves. I invite everyone to naturally live out their lives as the
attempt to live longer is always at the expenses of other humans as well as of human
nature. In this respect I invite to accept our human condition and no longer cheat the
natural system of things attaching us to insurances and machineries to grant us a longer
life.

Death is but the reaching of a harbour and yet so much indignation we experience today
for the deadly collapse of  an infrastructure,  a  deadly  hurricane.  So much we blame
others for it and so much we remove life from our humanity by attempting to secure life
within a fully sealed and deathproof sterile environment not knowing that by doing so
life will simply die.


